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Style in Seating
Tango features both functionality and beauty. The appearance is simple and stylish 

with a unique curved suspended backrest, making it an eye-catcher that exudes 

modern style and design. The curvature of the elastic mesh backrest supports the 

sacrum steadily, allowing your spine to maintain a natural “S” shape, forming solid and 

comfortable support.
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Adjustments & Seat Slider 

The newly developed under-mounted mechanism can achieve 

four locking positions to meet different tilting needs. 

Simple knob adjustments allow you to easily switch between 

work and rest mode.

Seat height adjustment Back tilt tension adjustment

Up & Down Forward & Backward Left & Right

Comfort & Support

The armrests are an important element of the chair. Tango 

armrests have a soft PU cover, which can be adjusted up and 

down, forward and backward, and left and right, easily providing 

the perfect support for your arms.

Integrated Ergonomics

Tango pairs excellent ergonomic performance and high 

durability. The backrest naturally fits the three ergonomic 

areas: the sacrum, thoracic spine, and scapula, while adapting 

to the micromotions of your body. When you sit down, your 

weight is distributed evenly on the chair, which helps to increase 

comfort, reduce stress, and improve concentration.





Features and Functionality 

S Shape Backrest

The S shape backrest follows the natural 
curvature of the user’s spine providing 

ergonomic support

PU Casters

Anti-slippery, quiet, floor friendly, and 
BIFMA standard

Class 3 Gas Lift

Smooth-glide height adjustment to 
fit various heights 

3D Armrest

With up and down, forward and backward, 
left and right adjustments, it can easily 
provide perfect support for your arms

Elastic & Breathable Mesh

The light and breathable mesh material 
keep you cool and comfortable

Plastic Base 

Five star PU base for stability

Synchro Mechanism & Seat Slider

4 locking positions, 22° back tilt, easy to switch 
between work and rest mode. A simple echanism is 
available through special order
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Tango Options

Dimensions

Backrest Frame

Black Base | Anti-Slip Casters Gray Base | Anti-Slip Casters

Mechanism

Synchro mechanism with seat slider
4 locking positions, 22° back tilt.

Gray FrameBlack Frame

Height: 39” - 41.5”
Width: 25”
Seat Height Range: 17.5” – 21”
Seat Depth: 19.5”
Seat Width: 19.75”
Arm Height: 10.5” – 13.25”
Armrest left to right range: 2”
Armrest front to back range: 1”
Range of Motion: Max 22 °
Weight: 35lbs

Black chair fabric combination

Black mesh 
backrest

Dark gray seat 
fabric

Silver mesh 
backrest fabric

Light gray seat 
fabric

Gray chair fabric combination

Please note: Tango base and frames can not be mixed, options are either all black or all gray.
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